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... Learn More Here is the complete guide to making that mirroring work. Nowadays, there are lots of apps that let you capture
your screen, send it to your phone, and then play it back for viewing. All of the cool stuff is done in apps like VLC, Vimecast,

and X-Mirage. One of the most common apps people use for screen capture is VLC. VLC is a versatile tool, it is a media player,
a webcam viewer, and an app that can capture and play back video from various sources like USB drives, LAN, or the web.

Capture screen, record streaming video, play it back using VLC - APPLE TV. VLC is a cross-platform video player based on
the popular wxWidgets library. VLC allows you to play, edit, convert, stream and capture videos. It is very powerful and easy-to-
use application. So much that it is very popular for its ability to handle different and diverse tasks such as: playback, recording,
conversion, streaming, capture, editing, and transcoding . The application is perfect for playing and recording live stream video
and is compatible with a wide range of devices. Even though a laptop doesn’t have a webcam, VLC can capture the screen of

that laptop to play back to a monitor. VLC can also play back video encoded with H.264. It can connect to all the most popular
networks such as WiFi, Ethernet, and 3G cellular . VLC Player is a universal media player that plays just about any file you
throw at it. It’s capable of serving as a file server, a streaming media device, and even a video capture device. The program

supports many codecs and can stream media through UPnP and RTSP, which means that VLC can easily work with your home
network. It can be used to play back most media files. VLC captures a screen, allows you to edit the captured image and convert
the image to another format. You can also choose to manually resize the image. The application is compatible with the following

mobile devices. 20. Powerful Editing Tools. VLC gives you the best tools to edit screen images. You can crop your captured
video; you can rotate, flip, and resize your screen shots. VLC Player for iPad can also be used as a webcam. It can record
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